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Hysteresis and jumps in the I-V curves of disordered two-dimensional materials
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The superconductor-insulator transition (SIT) in thin-film disordered superconductors is a hallmark example
of a quantum phase transition. Despite being observed more than 30 years ago, its nature is still under a lively
debate. One intriguing observation concerns the insulating side of the transition, which exhibits some unusual
properties. Among them is its current-voltage relation (I-V curve), which includes (i) a conductance that changes
abruptly by several orders of magnitude with increasing voltage, (ii) hysteretic behavior, and (iii) multiple
(sometimes more than 100) smaller current jumps near the transition. Some models have been suggested before,
but no model has been successful in accounting for the observed behavior in full. One commonly used approach
is to model the disordered sample as a two-dimensional array of conducting islands, where charge carriers tunnel
from one island to its neighbors. In those models, fast relaxation is assumed, and the system is treated as always
being in electrostatic and thermal equilibrium. Those models are successful in explaining some measurement
results, including the phase transition itself, but they fail to reproduce hysteresis in their predicted I-V curves.
Here, we suggest incorporating finite relaxation time into an array model. We show that, in the slow relaxation
limit, our model can reproduce hysteresis and multiple jumps in the I-V curve. Based on our results, we argue
that a similar behavior should also be observed in two-dimensional normal (nonsuperconducting) arrays. This
claim is supported by past observations. We analyze the role of different parameters in our model, determine the
range of relevant timescales in the problem, and compare our results with selected measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The superconductor-insulator transition (SIT) is a hallmark
example of a quantum phase transition. In this transition, a
superconducting sample is driven into an insulating phase
by changing its thickness, disorder, or applying an exter-
nal magnetic field. This transition is not unique to one
specific material. It had been observed in different disor-
dered superconductors, including granular superconductors
[1], amorphous In:O [2,3], and TiN films [4]. Despite being
observed more than 30 years ago [2,5], its nature is still under
a lively debate, due to the interplay between superconductivity
and disorder [6].

One of the first models proposed for this transition is of
a granular superconductor (SC), composed from SC islands
[7]. Cooper pairs and quasiparticles, which are localized on
those islands, can tunnel between neighboring ones. This is es-
sentially a disordered Josephson-junction array (JJA) model,
and it has been used in a few theoretical works concerning
the SIT [8–10]. The SIT was also observed experimentally
in an actual JJA [11,12]. Previous theoretical works sug-
gest that amorphous, uniformly disorder systems break into
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“islands” with a higher SC order parameter, separated by
“insulating” areas where the SC order is weak [13–15]. Such
spatial fluctuations in the SC gap have indeed been observed
experimentally [16–21]. In addition, various experiments in-
dicate the persistence of SC correlations into the insulating
side of the transition [16,17,22–26], further supporting this
model.

An intriguing observation related to the SIT concerns
the nonlinear I-V characteristics measured in the insulating
regime near the transition. An example of those intriguing
experimental observations is depicted in Fig. 1(b): the cur-
rent is zero, to experimental accuracy, up to some threshold
voltage, and then it rises abruptly. This behavior is, in fact,
hysteretic, and the threshold voltage depends on the direction
of the voltage tuning. Such data have been obtained both in
In:O [3,27,28] and TiN [4,8] films, though the interpretation
of the data was quite different. Even more surprisingly, as can
be seen in the same figure, the big jump in the current con-
sists, close to the SIT, of multiple (sometimes more than 100
[28]) smaller current jumps. Multiple jumps have also been
observed in a JJA [29], a system that also exhibits hysteresis
(see, e.g., [12]). This has led to a further debate concerning
these observations, including the suggestion that this is due
to overheating of electrons [27,30,31] or the formation of a
novel “superinsulator” phase, which is also based on a model
of SC islands [8,20]. Interestingly, similar data were obtained
in a quantum-dot array (QDA) [32,33] [Fig. 1(a)], YxSi1−x

thin films [34], and Au nanocluster films [35], all non SC
materials, which suggests a mechanism not limited to super-
conductors.
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental I-V curves of a 200 × 200 GaAs
quantum-dot array [32]. The voltage is measured directly across the
array in a four-lead configuration. (b) Experimental I-V curves of
an a:InO sample in the insulating phase, near the superconductor-
insulator transition, for different temperatures. Curves are offset
from one another by 25 nA. Inset: Expanded V -range for the
low-temperature results [28]. (c) The two-dimensional island array
model: charge carriers can tunnel from one island to its neighbors
through the tunneling junctions. Each tunneling junction is attributed
a tunneling resistance and capacitance. Each island is coupled to the
gate of voltage VG, via an RC circuit (the inset shows an enlarged
view of this coupling). Simulated I-V curves of a 10 × 10 array
model for different temperatures. Temperature, voltage, and current
are expressed in units of e2/(kB〈C〉) × 10−3, e/〈C〉, and e/(〈R〉〈C〉),
respectively. 〈C〉 and 〈R〉 are the average tunneling junction capaci-
tance and resistance, respectively. Curves are offset from one another
by 0.3e/(〈R〉〈C〉). Simulation parameters are Vmax = 2.4〈C〉/e, VG =
0, RG = 50〈R〉, CG = 5〈C〉, σC = 0.05〈C〉, and σR = 0.9〈R〉.

Using the SC islands model, theoretical I-V relations can
be calculated. In such a model, one would expect a threshold
voltage due to Coulomb blockade, and even multiple current
jumps due to the opening of new parallel transport channels,
or allowing multiple occupation states of the islands. Indeed,
previous calculations of the current-voltage characteristics in
normal arrays gave rise to a threshold voltage [36–38] and
even multiple jumps [39,40]. Similar threshold behavior in
the insulating phase has also been observed in simulations of
superconducting JJAs [41,42]. However, none of these simu-
lations exhibited the hysteresis observed in the experiment.

As mentioned above, another theoretical model that was
suggested to explain the measured I-V curves is the “electron
overheating” model [30]. In this model, when the applied

voltage crosses a threshold value, the electron temperature
becomes higher than that of the phonons, manifested by a
big jump in the I-V curve. Upon decreasing the voltage,
electrons stay overheated down to a second threshold voltage,
lower than the first one, leading to hysteresis in the observed
curve. Although this model, which uses as input the measured
relation between resistance and temperature, R(T ), was suc-
cessful in reproducing the abrupt jump and the hysteresis in
the I-V curve, it could not account for multiple current jumps
[at least not with the measured R(T ) relations [31]].

Accordingly, none of the existing theories can explain the
combined experimental observations of threshold, hysteresis,
and multiple jumps in the I-V curve in the same sample,
adding to the enigma of the nature of the insulating state
close to the SIT. Here, we build upon the model of disor-
dered SC islands, and we demonstrate how, by incorporating
the physically relevant relaxation time, one can explain these
observations within a single model.

II. SUGGESTED MODEL

When one considers transport of electrons or Cooper pairs
through the array, there are three important timescales: (i) the
time it takes for charge carriers to tunnel between islands,
(ii) the intertunneling time, i.e., the time between tunneling
events, and (iii) the relaxation time, i.e., how fast an array
restores electrostatic and thermal equilibrium after a tunnel-
ing event has occurred. In most existing array models, both
tunneling and relaxation timescales are assumed to be much
shorter than the intertunneling time, and thus they are treated
as instantaneous. While this assumption is justified for the
tunneling time, which is usually the fastest timescale in the
system, the relaxation time depends on various sample pa-
rameters, such as capacitance and resistance to the gates or the
substrate. If it is much longer than the intertunneling time, one
cannot assume that the system is always in electrostatic equi-
librium. Below we show that in this “slow relaxation limit,”
one can reproduce the main features in the experimental I-V
curve.

Since the physics we describe also applies to normal ar-
rays, we first start with this simpler system [36,37,43]. A
schematic drawing of our model is depicted in Fig. 1(c)—a
square array of metallic islands, where nearest neighbors are
coupled electrostatically and by tunneling, and each island
is also coupled to a gate/substrate. We first introduce the
calculation of the rates in which electrons tunnel between
neighboring islands and then explain how we incorporated a
finite relaxation time into the model. To calculate tunneling
rates, we use standard perturbation theory. The electrostatic
energy of our two-dimensional islands array is given by

E =
∑

i∈islands

⎡
⎢⎣CG

2
(Vi − VG)2 +

∑
j∈neighbors of

island i

Ci j

4
(Vi − Vj )

2

⎤
⎥⎦

+
∑

x∈electrodes

⎡
⎢⎣QxVx +

∑
j∈neighbors of

electrode x

Cx j

2
(Vx − Vj )

2

⎤
⎥⎦, (1)
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where Vi,Vx,VG are the electric potentials on island i, elec-
trode x (left or right), and the gate, respectively. Qx is the
charge on electrode x, and Ci j is the capacitance of the tun-
neling junction connecting islands i and j. The factor of 1/4
in front of the second term is there to avoid double counting.
For our calculation, we would be interested in the change in
energy resulting from a single tunneling event. For an electron
tunneling from island i to island j, the change in electrostatic
energy can be presented in a simple form [43],

�Ei→ j = e

2
[(Vj − Vi) + (V ′

j − V ′
i )], (2)

where Vi and V ′
i are the electric potentials on island i be-

fore and after tunneling, respectively. To relate the electric
potential on each island to the charge on it, we define the
capacitance matrix C:

Ci, j =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∑
k∈neighbors of

island i

Ci,k if i = j,

−Ci j if islands i and j are neighbors,
0 otherwise.

(3)
With this definition, and using simple charge continuity con-
siderations, the local electric potential on each island can be
written as

V = C−1(en′ + QG), (4)

where V is a column vector with Vi as its entries, and the
entries of n′ are defined by

en′
i =

{
eni + CixVx island i is a neighbor of electrode x,
eni otherwise,

(5)
where ni is the number of charge carriers on island i. QG holds
the charge on each gate capacitor [with the sign convention
as indicated in Fig. 1(c)]. Using Eqs. (2)–(5) and treating the
tunneling of charge carriers between neighboring islands as a
small perturbation, the tunneling rates are given by [44]

�(�E ) = 1

e2RT

−�E

1 − exp (�E/kBT )
, (6)

where RT is the tunneling resistance between the islands,
and �E is the electrostatic energy difference between the
charge configurations before and after the tunneling event.
For low temperatures, tunneling will only occur if �E < 0,
namely when the voltage difference between the islands is
large enough to compensate for the additional Coulomb en-
ergy. Indeed, these previous calculations, which assumed that
the charges instantaneously relax to their lowest-energy con-
figuration after the tunneling event, found that this Coulomb
blockade leads to a threshold voltage below which current
cannot flow through the system [36].

As mentioned above, the assumption of instantaneous re-
laxation precludes hysteresis, and thus these models cannot
explain some of the observations. The importance of a finite
relaxation time has been pointed out by Korotkov [45], who
showed that for a single island, a finite relaxation time may
lead to hysteresis. Here we allow for such a finite relaxation
time by connecting each island to a gate or substrate via an
RC circuit [dotted square in Fig. 1(c)]. This RC coupling
is what determines the charge dynamics between tunneling

events in our model, and it allows us to easily change the
relaxation time. To find the equations describing this process,
we calculate the electric potential on each island by its voltage
difference from the gate,

Vi = VG − [RG]i

[
dQG

dt

]
i

− 1

[CG]i
[QG]i. (7)

Solving Eq. (4, 7) for dQG/dt , we find the following differen-
tial equations:

dQG

dt
= T −1(QG − Qn),

[T −1]i j ≡ 1

[RG]i

([
C−1]

i, j + 1

[CG]i
δi, j

)
,

[Qn]i ≡ 1

[RG]i

∑
j

[T ]i j

(
VGδi j + 1

[CG] j
en′

j

)
− en′

i. (8)

We can obtain a numerical solution for this linear system of
ordinary differential equations (ODEs), via diagonalization of
T , and we use it to calculate the dynamics of charge distribu-
tion between tunnelings.

For the simulation results presented here, we used the same
gate resistance and capacitance for all islands. From Eqs. (6)
and (9), the ratio of the relaxation time to the intertunneling
time is determined by the ratio of gate resistance RG to the
tunneling resistances RT . Therefore, in the limit where RG

is much bigger than all relevant tunneling resistances, one
cannot employ the instantaneous relaxation assumption used
in previous calculations. In the following, we incorporate this
finite relaxation time in the simulations.

Assuming that the time between consecutive measure-
ments is much longer than the relaxation time, we can ignore
the relaxation dynamics and calculate only the steady-state
solution for the current in our model. To do that, we used
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations [46]. At each step of our
simulation, Eqs. (2)–(6) are used to calculate tunneling rates
and determine the probabilities for each tunneling event. The
next tunneling event, and the time to it, are then chosen ac-
cordingly. Charge distribution is updated between tunneling
events according to Eq. (9). Since tunneling rates depend on
the charge distribution [through Eq. (4)] this update is done
in small time intervals, updating the chosen next tunneling
event, and the time to it, after each interval. To calculate I-V
curves, we run the simulation for each value of the external
voltage until we reach a steady state (which was verified by
checking that the average charge distribution is constant).
The steady-state current is then calculated by averaging the
relevant tunneling rates in the system. We then proceed to
run the simulation for the next voltage value, starting from
the charge distribution as it was at the end of the run for the
previous voltage value.

III. RESULTS

A. A single island

To understand the role of the different parameters, let us
first study a simple system, consisting of a single conducting
island [see the inset in Fig. 2(b)], for which one can also
obtain analytical results for T = 0 (for a detailed analytical
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FIG. 2. Simulated single island I-V curves for different temper-
atures (temperature is indicated above each curve). Temperature,
voltage, and current are expressed in units of e2/(kB〈C〉), e/〈C〉,
and e/(〈R〉〈C〉), respectively. Curves for different temperatures are
offset from one another by e/(〈R〉〈C〉). (a) Small gate capacitance
and equal resistance for both junctions. (b) Large gate capacitance
and equal resistance. Inset: Single island model schema. (c) Small
gate capacitance and asymmetric tunneling resistance. (d) Large
gate capacitance and asymmetric resistance. Simulation parameters:
CL = 2CR, VG = 0, and RG = 1000(RL + RR ).

solution, see Appendix A). These T = 0 exact results and
our simulation results, for T > 0, are presented in Fig. 2.
Comparing results for an island with and without asymmetry
between the left and right tunneling resistances [Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b) versus Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)], we conclude that, in
order to get visible hysteresis and current jumps, tunneling
resistance asymmetry (RL �= RR) is essential. In addition, for
the cases with hysteresis, we see that the hysteresis loop area
becomes bigger when CG increases [Fig. 2(c) versus 2(d)].
As temperature or applied voltage increase, the area of each
hysteresis loop becomes smaller, and the I-V curves become
smoother. It is encouraging to note that these results qual-
itatively resemble the experimental I-V curves for a single
quantum dot [32]. We can understand those results intuitively
in the following way: Tunneling resistance asymmetry will
control the average number of charge carriers in the system.
For example, if RR > RL, it would be “easier” for carriers
to tunnel into the island from the left electrode than it is to
tunnel from the island to the right electrode, and the average
number of carriers on the island would grow with the external
voltage. This would, in turn, change QG, which is the slow
degree of freedom, which acts as a memory in our system.
Increasing CG, in addition, would enable more steady-state

solutions for QG and thus more jumps and larger hysteresis
loops (see Appendix A).

B. Normal array

Following the single island results, we now turn to calcu-
lating I-V curves for normal disordered arrays with large gate
capacitance (CG > 〈C〉). Disorder was realized by choosing,
for each junction, random tunneling resistance and capac-
itance. The choice of tunneling resistance distribution is
motivated by the SC island geometry. As the tunneling resis-
tance between islands depends exponentially on the distance
between them, which we expect to be smoothly distributed,
we set the tunneling resistances to be eα , where α is a uni-
form random variable (which is effectively proportional to the
distance between islands).

For a single island, we saw that tunneling resistance asym-
metry had a significant effect on hysteresis area. Therefore, it
is natural to expect that tunneling resistance disorder would
play a major role in determining the hysteresis loop area in
arrays. To check this, we ran our simulations for different
disorder realizations. We then grouped together realizations
with a similar standard deviation for the tunneling resistance
distribution (at least 10 realizations at each group). For each
group, we calculated the average hysteresis area and the
threshold voltages (both for increasing and decreasing applied
voltage). The results are plotted in Fig. 3. Indeed, as could
be expected from the single island results, resistance disorder
has a crucial effect on hysteresis area. For small disorder,
hysteresis almost vanishes as we get a very small loop area.
When disorder increases, the hysteresis loop area increases
as well. Interestingly, both threshold voltages drop when dis-
order increases (despite being resistance-independent for a
single island). As disorder increases, the difference between
the threshold voltages for increasing and decreasing voltages
tends to increase, matching the increase in hysteresis area.
This is more apparent for the small arrays [Fig. 3(a)] than it is
for the larger ones [Fig. 3(b)].

Next we checked the effect of temperature. In Fig. 1(d),
we compare I-V curves, of the same 10 × 10 array realiza-
tion, for different temperatures. As temperature increases, the
threshold voltage and hysteresis loop area become smaller.
The big hysteresis loop we see for small temperatures dimin-
ishes when temperature rises, and we are left with smaller
loops, which also disappear for even higher temperatures. This
behavior is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
results for both the QD array [32], Fig. 1(a) and the disordered
SC film [28], Fig. 1(b). Moreover, in agreement with the
low-temperature experimental results, the threshold voltage
for increasing voltage is temperature-dependent, while that for
decreasing voltage is not. For a more detailed comparison with
the results obtained for the QD array [32] [Fig. 1(a)], one can
notice that each hysteresis loop is composed of a single abrupt
current jump for increasing voltage and a few smaller jumps
when decreasing it. This is in agreement with our simulation
results [Fig. 1(d)] and in contrast to the results for SC films
[28] [Fig. 1(b)], where we do see multiple jumps in the in-
creasing branch of the hysteresis loop for some temperatures
(75 < T < 130 mK). In the low-temperature QD-array results
[32] [Fig. 1(a)], we do see a second, smaller, hysteresis loop
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FIG. 3. Hysteresis loop area and threshold voltages as a function of resistance disorder. Calculated by averaging the results from >10
different array realizations, with various tunneling capacitance disorder values, for each data point. Error bars show the standard error of
averages. Upward-pointing red triangles, increasing voltage. Downward-pointing blue triangles, decreasing voltage. Temperature, loop areas,
and threshold voltages are expressed in units of e2/(kB〈C〉), e2/(〈C〉2〈R〉), and e/〈C〉, respectively. (a) For 3 × 3 arrays at T = 0. (b) For
10 × 10 arrays at kBT = 10−3 × e2/〈C〉2. Common simulation parameters: VG = 0, RG = 100〈R〉, and CG = 10〈C〉.

for small voltages, which is not apparent in our simulation
results. This could be the result of array size differences
(200 × 200 array in the experiment versus 10 × 10 in our
simulation) or it can be an outcome of the specific disorder
realization.

C. Superconducting array

Having demonstrated that by incorporating a finite relax-
ation time in calculations of the transport through a random
normal array we can explain the experimental observations
of threshold, multiple jumps, and hysteresis, we next checked
how these results are modified when considering transport
through a superconducting array. In this case, both quasi-
particles and Cooper pairs can, in principle, tunnel between
the islands, and one has to take into account their different
statistics and density of states. The resulting tunneling rates
are [44]

�CP(�E ) = π

2h̄
E2

J P2(−�E ) (9)

for Cooper pairs, where EJ is Josephson’s energy, obtained
from � using the standard relation [47], and Pκ (E ) is the prob-
ability of absorbing energy E by the environment, κ = 1 for
quasiparticles, and κ = 2 for Cooper pairs. For quasiparticles,

�qp(�E ) = 1

e2R

∫ ∞

−∞
dE

∫ ∞

−∞
dE ′ Ns(E )Ns(E ′ − �E )

N (0)2

× f (E )[1 − f (E ′ − �E )]P1(E − E ′), (10)

where f (E ) is Fermi-Dirac distribution. Ns(E )/N (0) is the
BCS quasiparticle density of states, which is given by [48]

Ns(E )

N (0)
=

{ |E |√
E2−�2 , |E | > �,

0, |E | < �.
(11)

For a high impedance environment, where the perturbation
theory leading to Eq. (10) is valid, Pκ (E ) is given by [44]

Pκ (E ) = exp[−(E − κ2Ec)2
/4κ2EckBT ]√

4πκ2EckBT
, (12)

where Ec is the charging energy of the environment.
Tunneling rates were calculated, in a similar way to [49],

assuming that energy is absorbed by the intrinsic impedance
of the array. In that case, the dominant impedance comes from
the gate coupling (RG in the slow relaxation limit), and the
environment’s charging energy [Ec in Eq. (13)] is given by
e2/2CG. The calculated tunneling rates are plotted in Fig. 4(a).
Cooper-pair tunneling rates (solid curves) are centered around
(−�E ) ≈ 4Ec, which is the energy that is best absorbed by
the intrinsic impedance [see Eq. (13)]. Quasiparticles require
(−�E ) > max[2�, Ec] to overcome the SC gap and, in ad-
dition, to compensate for the energy that is absorbed by the
intrinsic impedance (dashed curves). For larger energy gains,
rates grow linearly, in a similar way to the tunneling rates
of electrons in normal arrays (purple dotted curve). For � ≈
2Ec, both Cooper pairs and quasiparticle tunneling would give
a significant contribution to the current. For � � Ec, only
quasiparticles would contribute to the current.

We incorporated these tunneling rates into our simulation
to calculate the current through SC arrays. The resulting I-V
curves, for a 5 × 5 array, are plotted in Fig. 4(b). For all
superconducting gap values, we see hysteresis and jumps.
Increasing � we get a larger threshold voltage, and we see
a bigger current jump when the external voltage is increased
above it. Unlike the results for a normal array [Fig. 1(d)], the
hysteresis loops obtained for the SC array are composed of
multiple current jumps, both for increasing and decreasing
applied voltage. Those jumps are bigger for the increasing
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FIG. 4. (a) Tunneling rates for Cooper pairs (solid lines) and
quasiparticles (dashed lines) for different superconducting gaps. The
tunneling rates for electrons (dotted line) are plotted for compar-
ison. Inset: Closeup view of the marked region. Tunneling rates
are expressed in units of 1/(〈R〉〈C〉). (b) I-V curves for a 5 × 5
superconducting array with different superconducting gaps. Error
bars indicate standard errors. Voltage and current are expressed in
units of e/〈C〉 and e/(〈R〉〈C〉), respectively. Curves are shifted up
by 0.25e/(〈R〉〈C〉) from each other. Simulation parameters: kBT =
0.4 × 10−3e2/〈C〉, Ec = 25 × 10−3e2/〈C〉, Vmax = 2.4〈C〉/e, VG =
0, RG = 234〈R〉, CG = 21〈C〉, σC = 0.64〈C〉, and σR = 0.78〈R〉.

branch of the hysteresis loop and smaller for the decreasing
branch. This is in qualitative agreement with the experimental
results for SC films [28] [Fig. 1(b)].

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The validity of our model for SC films requires the
existence of well-defined islands, where Cooper pairs and
quasiparticles can be localized. For a SC state to be generated
in a single island, the average energy spacing in it must be
smaller than the SC gap [50],

δε = (N (0)b2)−1 < �, (13)

where b is the lengthscale for an island, and N (0) is the
two-dimensional density of states on the Fermi level. In ad-
dition, the tunneling rate calculations for Cooper pairs involve
the Josephson coupling term in the Hamiltonian [44], which
assumes a defined phase for the SC wave function on each
island (for a detailed explanation of this point, see [7]). This
requires the assumption that the island length is smaller than
the coherence length ξ . These requirements impose the fol-
lowing bounds for an island size:

[N (0)�]−1/2 < b < ξ. (14)

Our analysis further requires that the tunneling term can be
treated as a perturbation. For the normal case (or for quasi-
particles), this requirement is satisfied if tunneling resistances
are bigger than the resistance quantum, h̄/e2 [44]. For Cooper-
pair tunneling, since the tunneling term in the Hamiltonian is
proportional to the Josephson energy, EJ , the requirement is
EJ � Ec. This assumption should be satisfied for the insu-
lating side of the SIT, but it might break when approaching
the phase transition. In addition, in our simulation of the slow
relaxation limit we assume a timescale hierarchy that is, from
longest to shortest, as follows: measurement time, relaxation

time, time between tunneling events, and time for the tunnel-
ing itself. For a crude estimation of the required relaxation
time to satisfy our model’s assumptions, we used the mea-
sured current in [28,32] to estimate an average intertunneling
time of ∼10−10–10−12 s. This means that the relaxation time
should be at least an order of magnitude longer, at least a
nanosecond, and the measuring frequency should be much
slower than a GHz to always measure a steady state. The
relaxation timescale could be determined by the coupling
(e.g., resistance and capacitance) between the sample and the
substrate or gates. Since this is usually uncontrolled in experi-
ments, it may explain why some samples show hysteresis and
jumps, while others, nominally with the same parameters, do
not (see, e.g., [51]). Another possible source of slow dynamics
may be two-level systems, which have already been observed
[21,52] in similar disordered SC films.

It is interesting to note that similar results have also been
obtained for SC films and for a JJA in the superconducting
side of the SIT [12,51,53], but with I and V interchanged (i.e.,
observing voltage jumps and hysteresis when modifying the
external current). This is more speculative, but it is possible
that our model is also relevant for the SC side of the transition,
relying on the duality between charge and phase in supercon-
ductors, as suggested and discussed in [8,20].

It is important to clarify that our model is not contradictory
to the electron-overheating model. We merely show that the
observed I-V curve features could be accounted for by a
random array model, which is in thermal equilibrium. It is
possible that a more accurate model could be achieved by
combining the two approaches together, which would require
some further work.

Our results point out the importance of different timescales
in such disordered strongly interacting systems, and they
offer a novel viewpoint: the system might not be in ther-
mal and electrostatic equilibrium but rather in a new type
of steady state, depicted by the slow degree of freedom in
the system. It would be interesting, though experimentally
challenging, to control the relaxation rate and check the
predictions of our theory, showing, for example, the sup-
pression of the hysteretic behavior for a short relaxation
time.

To conclude, we have introduced an ingredient into the
physics of disordered systems—a slow relaxation of some of
the degrees of freedom, in this case the charge distribution,
toward electrostatic equilibrium. It has been demonstrated
that including this ingredient into a random array model
explains the puzzling observations of hysteresis and multi-
ple current jumps in I-V curves, as measured in disordered
superconductors near the superconductor-insulator transition,
and in quantum-dot arrays. Our results support the SC is-
land formation scenario as the correct description for the
SIT in amorphous SC films, and adding an important tier
to our understanding of disordered quantum systems in
general.

Our model, and the simulation method, can be used as
a basis for future research on disordered materials where
relaxation cannot be considered instantaneous. In addition,
the approach we used, i.e., adding a slow degree of freedom
to account for hysteresis in a system, might be applicable to
other, possibly hysteretic, disordered systems [54].
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FIG. 5. Single island possible states graph representation. Calculated for CL = CR, VG = 0, and small external voltage. Each vertex
represents an occupation state. The number of excess carriers on the island is indicated for each state. Edges connect neighboring states,
and their weight corresponds to the matching tunneling rate. �+

x , �−
x are the rates for adding or removing one electron onto (from) the island

from (onto) electrode x, respectively. Green arrows show cycles for which one electron charge passes from left to right.
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APPENDIX A: SINGLE ISLAND AT ZERO
TEMPERATURE—ANALYTIC SOLUTION

In the case of a single island at zero temperature (see the
schematic in Fig. 2), we can represent the possible states and
transitions of our system in a simple graph in which each state
is represented by a vertex, and the weight of each directed
edge is the matching transition rate (e.g., Fig. 5). We would
like to calculate the probability of finding the system in each
state. To do so, we define the outflow from each vertex to be its
probability times the sum of all its outgoing edges’ weights.
We define the inflow to a vertex as the sum of outflows from
all vertices that have an edge from them to that vertex. In a
steady state, the inflow and outflow of each vertex are equal.
For a given QG and V , one can find the steady-state solution
using the following procedure: First, an initial probability is
assigned to an edge vertex (e.g., n = ±2 in Fig. 5). Then, other
probabilities are calculated such that the inflow and outflow
are equal for each vertex, starting from the chosen vertex and
gradually going to the opposite side of the graph. Finally,
the probabilities are normalized such that their sum would
be 1. Having calculated the steady-state probabilities, we can
calculate the average current by

I (QG,V ) = −e
∑

n

p(n)[�+
L (n) − �−

L (n)]

= −e
∑

n

p(n)[�−
R (n) − �+

R (n)]. (A1)

Notice that the steady-state probability and the tunneling rates
depend both on QG and V .

The resulting current depends on QG. For slow relaxation,
QG will relax to its mean equilibrium value. In that case, the
solution for Eq. (9) would be

QG(n, t ) = (Q0 − 〈Qn〉QG
)e− t

τ + 〈Qn〉QG
,

〈Qn〉QG
≡

∑
n

pQG (n,V )Qn(V ). (A2)

The QG subscript is there to remind us that the steady-state
probability, and hence also all averages, depend on QG. The

steady-state solution for QG would satisfy

QG = 〈Qn〉QG
. (A3)

This equation can have multiple solutions for a given V . In
that case, it is possible to get hysteresis in the I-V curve. To
understand the conditions for hysteresis, we write Eq. (A3) in

FIG. 6. Average voltage on island for different external voltages
(a) and resistances (b). Stable steady-state solutions are marked with
a whole circle, unstable with an empty circle. Small arrows indicate
the direction of convergence for bistable cases [V = 0 in (a) and
RR/RL = 100 in (b)]. Voltages are expressed in units of e

CL+CR
.

(a) For V = 0, the shape is sawtooth-like. For large V , the average
U approaches a QG independent solution. (b) As the resistance ratio,
RR/RL , increases, 〈U 〉QG shape resembles the V = 0 result. For RL >

RR the result is mirrored about the x-axis. Insets: QG for bistable
cases, as a function of time, for different initial values. Dashed
lines mark the steady-state solutions (red and blue, stable; orange,
unstable). Mutual parameters: CR = 2CL , CG = CL + CR, VL = −VR,
VG = 0.5 e

CL+CR
. (a) RR = 2RL . (b) V = 2 e

CL+CR
.
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terms of U , the electric potential on our single island. Using
Eqs. (7) and (9), we get

〈U 〉QG
= VG − QG

CG
. (A4)

This is the same as requiring that, for a steady state, the
average current through RG would vanish.

Both sides of Eq. (A4) are plotted in Fig. 6. Hysteresis is
possible if this equation has multiple solutions. This is more
likely for a large CG when the linear function on the right-hand
side of Eq. (A4) has a smaller slope. The exact condition is

CG >

(
max

QG

[
−∂〈U 〉QG

∂QG

])−1

(A5)

since otherwise the linear function VG − QG

CG
(purple curves in

Fig. 6) decreases faster than 〈U 〉QG anywhere, and thus crosses
it only once (e.g., green curves in Fig. 6). Analysis of 〈U 〉QG

for small voltages, such that only two states are possible,
shows that we will get hysteresis for

CG > (CL + CR)

[
1

1 − Rmin
Rmax

(CL+CR )V
e

− 1

]
. (A6)

We can rewrite this to get a condition for V :

V
CL + CR

e
< V hyst CL + CR

e
≡ Rmax

Rmin

CG

C

. (A7)

As seen in Fig. 6(a), for a small voltage (blue curve),
we obtain more than one steady-state solution. For a larger
voltage (orange curve) there is only one solution. For an
even larger voltage (green curve), more states become avail-
able (more carriers can tunnel to or from the island, and
〈U 〉QG becomes approximately QG-independent. This con-
vergence is slower when the ratio Rmax/Rmin is bigger, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). For RL = RR (orange curve), 〈U 〉QG is
almost QG-independent for V = 2 e

CL+CR
. For RR > RL, and the

same voltage (green and red curves), 〈U 〉QG becomes more
similar to the result for low voltages [blue curve in Fig. 6(a)].

FIG. 7. Simulated I-V results in a semilog scale. Results become
noisy for small current values as a result of the finite numerical
accuracy. (a) 10 × 10 normal array at different temperatures. Se-
lected examples from Fig. 1(d). Temperature, voltage, and current
are expressed in units of e2/(kB〈C〉) × 10−3, e/〈C〉, and e/(〈R〉〈C〉),
respectively. 〈C〉 and 〈R〉 are the average tunneling junction capaci-
tance and resistance, respectively. Curves are offset from one another
via multiplication by 3. Simulation parameters: Vmax = 2.4〈C〉/e,
VG = 0, RG = 50〈R〉, CG = 5〈C〉, σC = 0.05〈C〉, and σR = 0.9〈R〉.
(b) 5 × 5 superconducting array for different superconducting gap
values; same results as in Fig. 4(b). Voltage and current are expressed
in units of e/〈C〉 and e/(〈R〉〈C〉), respectively. Curves are shifted
left by e/〈C〉 and up via multiplication by 3 from each other. Simu-
lation parameters: kBT = 0.4 × 10−3e2/〈C〉, Ec = 25 × 10−3e2/〈C〉,
Vmax = 2.4〈C〉/e, VG = 0, RG = 234〈R〉, CG = 21〈C〉, σC = 0.64〈C〉,
and σR = 0.78〈R〉.

Therefore, we will see a more pronounced hysteresis for small
voltages and large resistance ratios.

APPENDIX B: I-V RESULTS IN A SEMILOG SCALE

Many of the experimental I-V curves in the literature are
plotted on a semilog scale. We add here selected simulation
results, plotted on a semilog scale (Fig. 7), for a more conve-
nient comparison.
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